We study the far-from-equilibrium statistical mechanics of periodically driven fermionic atoms in a lossy optical resonator. We show that the interplay of the Fermi surface with cavity losses leads to sub-natural cavity linewidth narrowing, squeezed light, and out-of-equilibrium quantum statistics of the atoms. Adapting the Keldysh approach, we set-up and solve a quantum kinetic Boltzmann equation in a systematic 1/N expansion with N the number of atoms. In the strict thermodynamic limit N, V → ∞, N/V = const. we find the atoms (fermions or bosons) remain immune against cavity-induced heating or cooling. At nextto-leading order in 1/N, we find a "one-way thermalization" of the atoms determined by cavity decay. We argue that, in absence of an equilibrium fluctuation-dissipation relation, the long-time limit ∆t → ∞ does not commute with the thermodynamic limit N → ∞, such that for the physically relevant case of large but finite N, the dynamics ultimately becomes strongly coupled, especially close to the superradiance phase transition.
Interacting light-matter systems that couple confined electromagnetic fields with ultracold atoms or qubits are emerging as an appealing research area combining physics from condensed matter, quantum optics, and out-of-equilibrium statistical mechanics. Recent experiments in cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) [1] [2] [3] [4] have begun to scale up the prototypical situation of a single qubit coupled to a single photon to many atoms [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and many photon modes [16, 17] .
A paradigmatic manifestation of the collective behavior in such systems is the existence of a superradiant self-organization transition [18] with coherently driven atoms, already observed with a thermal cloud [5, 11] and Bose-Einstein condensates [10, 19, 20] . Additional many-body correlations between the atoms can appear due to collisions or quantum statistics such as Pauli blocking. Collisions can compete with the light forces and give rise to novel Mott and Bose glass phases [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Quantum statistics can also significantly alter the self-organization: the kinematical constrains imposed by Pauli principle have been shown to modify the scenario more The atoms are driven periodically by a pump laser and scatter photons from the pump laser into the cavity, and dissipate into the environment with decay rate κ.
strongly [26] [27] [28] than bosonic bunching [29] . The effect of Bose condensation on the damping of collective polariton modes in such a setup has also been studied [30] [31] [32] .
A fundamental open question concerns the nature of thermalization in the non-equilibrium steady state of such systems. Take for example the setup sketched in Fig. 1 [5, 10] , wherein the balance between coherent drive and cavity decay leads to steady states with non-zero photon number hybridized with the atomic gas. Griesser et al. [33, 34] and Schuetz et al. [35] have addressed this problem (semi-) classically, and argued, based on solutions of classical kinetic equations, that the atoms attain an effective temperature set by the cavity decay rate κ.
The purpose of the present paper is to provide the quantum kinetic theory for atomic ensembles in optical resonators and to predict the resulting signatures in the cavity spectrum. Our approach, based on the Keldysh path integral [36, 37] , is capable to treat the full quantum statistics of (fermionic or bosonic) atoms and cavity decay rates κ on equal footing, including situations when 1/κ is the fastest time scale in the problem (bad cavity limit). We now survey our most important results.
A. Key results -atoms
In the thermodynamic limit, we find (see Sec. III C) that, due to the effective infinite-range of the photon-mediated atom-atom interactions, the quantum kinetic equation reduces to a Vlasov Equation, independent of quantum statistics:
where n(X, p) is the semiclassical steady-state phase-space density of the N atoms in a volume V: V dX dpn(X, p) = N, λ is the effective strength of the photon-mediated interaction, δ c is the (dispersively-shifted) cavity detuning, chosen to be positive for a red-detuned laser, and κ the (Markov) decay rate of the cavity mode, the latter being cos(Q · x). Eq. (1), already discussed in [33] for classical particles in the same setup as the one considered here, is satisfied by any spatiallyhomogeneous density. This implies the absence of cavity-driven thermalization of the atomic cloud, which preserves its initial homogeneous phase-space density it had before the coupling to the cavity was turned on.
Only fluctuations, constituting corrections of order 1/N (∼1/volume) to the Vlasov equation, modify the initial density. This fluctuations become however unstable above a critical coupling strength λ sr , defining the threshold for the superradiant regime, characterized by a macroscopic spatial modulation of the atomic density together with a finite coherent field in the cavity mode.
Outside the superradiant phase, the quantum kinetic equation including the fluctuations up to order 1/N contains a collisional term leading to cavity-driven thermalization of the atoms (see where the +(−) refers to bosons(fermions) and with the particle-hole dispersion ω Q (p) = (Q 2 /2m+
Q · p/m). For a smooth density on the recoil scale E R = Q 2 /2m, that is n (0) p+Q
p , the above equation has a unique non-thermal steady-state solution containing the effects of quantum statistics
with C a normalization constant and p = p 2 /2m. The distribution power-law (2) is depicted in Fig. 2 for a Fermi gas. In the limit δ c E R , the distribution (2) tends to a thermal Bose(Fermi) momentum distribution, with an effective temperature set by
In the limit of small densitites n (0) p 1 where the quantum-statistical effects disappear, this distribution tends to the Tsallis distribution, in accordance with the results obtained for a classical gas [33] [34] [35] . The effective temperature (3) coincides with the effective temperature of the Xcomponent of a harmonic oscillator of frequency δ c coupled to a Markov bath at a rate κ after tracing out the P-component. The atoms couple indeed only to the X component of the cavity and the above temperature can be transferred by the nonlinearities resulting from the fluctuations of order 1/N. This also happens when the atoms are subjected to quenched disorder [38] .
The systematic expansion in 1/N for the steady state relies on a particular choice of the order in which the thermodynamic limit N, V → ∞ and the long time limit t → ∞ are taken, namely the former before the latter. However, in any realistic (and therefore finite) system this will not be the relevant order in which to take the limits. Most importantly, these limits do not in general commute, since the absence of an equilibrium fluctuation-dissipation theorem forces us to determine
Steady state distribution for a fermionic gas coupled to a cavity mode decaying with κ = 2 E R .
For increasing values of the detuning, the distribution tends to a thermal Fermi-Dirac distribution with the effective temperature Eq. (3).
the long time steady state distribution in a self-consistent way. Indeed, even though scaling like 1/N, the fluctuations will eventually become relevant at long enough times. Perturbative control can be achieved sufficiently far away from threshold (λ relatively small), at large N, and restricting to moderately short times. Starting from such a state, the thermalization rate of the atoms resulting from the quantum kinetic equation at order 1/N (see Sec. III D):
where λ 2 ∝ 1/N in the thermodynamic limit, so that Γ However, the quantum kinetic equation leading to (2) breaks down close to the superradiant threshold, where the collective excitations become soft and the resulting slowing down of the dynamics requires a self-consistent determination of the photon steady-state distribution together with the atomic one. This additional effect is not included in the derivation of the atomic distribution (2), which would be therefore valid only away from threshold, where the photon dynamics is weakly hybridized with the atoms. This is justified as long as the photon's scattering rate with the medium Γ scatter is smaller than the photon decay rate κ. In our set-up, this means
where we took the recoil energy E R to be the typical atomic energy scale (in general we have to calculate the polarization function of the medium, see Sec. IV). With κ ∼ MHz, λ = g 0 Ω/∆ a ∼ kHz and E R ∼ kHz, this typically holds sufficiently far away from superradiance threshold. The latter is indeed approximately determined as λ
, so that the condition (5) is never fulfilled close to threshold where 1. We point out that the conditions justifying the non-self-consistent determination of the atomic together with the photonic distribution depend on the particular setup and aren't necessarily connected to the presence of a threshold. In dye-filled optical microcavities for instance [39] [40] [41] [42] , the dye molecule decoherence rate is by far the fastest scale and can induce a strong thermalization of the photons with negligible back-action on the molecular distribution.
In the future, we note that the full self-consistent determination of the steady-state photon distribution required close to threshold would be possible within our Keldysh approach (see Appendix A) by including the polarization correction to the photon Green functions (both retarded and Keldysh), renormalizing the cavity-mediated atom-atom interaction with a term which functionally depends on the atomic distribution itself. This, the situation in which the photon recoil momentum Q is large (and the slow approximation Eq. (46) breaks down), and an explicit forward integration in time of the coupled quantum kinetic equations are interesting topics for future papers.
B. Key results -photons
In the light of what we discussed in the previous section, we hold time fixed and assume to have a system large enough to be able to neglect the 1/N cavity-driven thermalization of the atoms.
The atoms are in a thermal Bose or Fermi momentum distribution with a given (independent) temperature T , achieved by standard cooling methods for the ultracold gas.
In this case, we calculate several properties of the steady state of the cavity field, driven by pump photons scattered from the atomic cloud and decaying into the Markov vacuum bath out of the cavity mirrors.
First we calculate the frequency distribution function f ph (ω) of the photons (of the full field, not the X-component) scattered into the cavity mode and compare fermions with non-interacting noncondensed bosons and spins (see Sec. IV B). We find in general thermal behavior f (ω) 2T (ph) eff /ω at low frequency, with an effective temperature T eff which depends nontrivially on the dispersion/absorption properties of the atomic medium. For instance, taking spins [37] and low-T highest damping rate as a function of the ratio of cavity decay to detuning. The damping rate increases with increasing coupling, up to a maximum value (coinciding with the vanishing of the real part of the eigenmode) after which it decreased to finally vanish at the superradiant threshold. Initially, the role of cavity decay is to increase the polariton damping as long as it is of the order of the cavity detuning. Beyond this value we reach the bad-cavity regime where the polariton damping rate decreases with cavity decay.
This decrease is restricted to values of the coupling up to the point where the soft-mode becomes purely dissipative, marked by the maximum in the damping as a function of the coupling. There is no additional polariton damping source apart from cavity decay since for the degenerate Fermi gas Landau damping is suppressed for frequencies outside the particle-hole continuum. Right: two examples of the intracavity photon spectral density inside and outside the bad-cavity regime. Here we chose an almost resonant case δ c = 1.2 E R . Away from resonance δ c E R the polariton damping is even less affected by cavity decay but the qualitative behavior above remains. We chose a low density regime k F = 0.2Q.
fermions away from nesting Q = 2k F as the medium, both showing no absorption at low frequencies, we find the effective temperature driving strength, analog to the one employed to achieve squeezing in an optical parametric oscillator [43] .
ImΠ R (ω, k) ∝ ω, the effective temperature reads instead
We note that T
eff depends on the initial atomic temperature T in a complicated way through the polarization function. On the other hand, the case of a one-dimensional Fermi cloud at perfect nesting Q = 2k F is exceptional in this respect due to a frequency-independent absorption down to zero frequency, which induces a non-thermal behavior of the photon field: f
We also discuss the properties of the cavity spectrum (see Sec. IV C) and show in particular that in the bad-cavity limit κ E R the linewidth of the polaritonic sidebands is limited only by the atomic absorption, the latter being exponentially small for a low-temperature collisionless Fermi gas away from perfect nesting, due to the reduced phase-space for Landau damping, as observable in the narrowed peaks on the right of Fig. 3 . The absence of atomic absorption in certain frequency windows is peculiar to the collisionless Fermi gas. For bosonic gases, where collisions are important at low temperature, the damping due to the atomic medium is not exponentially suppressed.
This has been computed with other methods [30] [31] [32] and also measured experimentally [44] .
We finally calculate the equal-time quadrature variance of the cavity light in Fig. 4 . Differently from a Bose gas or spins, the degenerate Fermi gas can generate up to 50% intra-cavity squeezing close to the superradiant threshold, due to the Pauli principle causing the suppression of the frequency dependence of the scattered photons for large atomic densities.
II. COUPLED ATOM-PHOTON MODEL
In this section, we present the model for the driven-dissipative atom-photon system Fig. 1 .
First, as a periodically driven Hamiltonian supplemented with Lindblad terms for cavity decay.
Then the equivalent Keldysh action.
A. Hamiltonian
Due to the periodic driving of the pump laser with ∼ Ωe −iω p t the Hamiltonian for Fig. 1 is inherently time-dependent H(t). However, it is convenient to go to a frame rotating with ω p which is a (fast) optical frequency [21, 45] . In this frame, the explicit time-dependence is gone, however this turns the bath of cavity modes into a Markovian bath [37] . In terms of the quantized field operatorsψ g/e for the atoms in the internal ground or excited state and the annihilation operatorâ for a cavity photon, the complete atom plus driven cavity Hamiltonian reads [21] 
in the frame rotating with the pump frequency ω p . Here, ∆ a = ω p − ω e and ∆ c = ω p − ω c are the detunings between the pump and the atomic resonance, and the pump and the cavity mode, respectively (we set = 1 except in some final results). Moreover, m is the atomic mass, g 0 is the single-photon Rabi coupling between the atom and the cavity and Ω is the pump Rabi frequency.
The functions η c (r), η p (r) contain the spatial form of the cavity and pump modes, respectively. In the following, we consider the large detuning regime, where 1/∆ a is the fastest time-scale. This allows us to neglect spontaneous emission from the excited atomic level and also to adiabatically eliminate the latter, to obtain the following effective Hamiltonians:
where we suppressed the subscript g. Atomic spontaneous emission is neglected due to the large detuning. Cavity decay is included within the usual Markov approximation, leading to the Lindblad term in the master equation [21] 
B. Keldysh action
In order to properly take into account the non-unitary dynamics introduced by the transversal drive and cavity decay (8), we now formulate the model introduced in the preceding section as an action on the Keldysh closed time-contour C [36, 37] . In this section, we specify the case of fermionic atoms (the construction for bosonic atoms proceeds analogously).
Correlators of the atoms and photons can be obtained from the generating functional
with the action S ψ , ψ, a
where the photonic part of the interaction term is
Here a, a * (ψ,ψ) denote complex (Grassmann) fields, and the initial density matrixρ 0 =ρ 0,A ⊗ρ 0,C = exp(−βĤ eff,A ) ⊗ exp(−βĤ eff,C ) corresponds to the uncoupled system, so that Z| V=0 = 1.
Following the usual procedure, we split C into forward + and backward − contours and subsequently perform the fermionic Keldysh rotation for the atomic field and the bosonic one for the cavity field:
In this basis, by performing space and time Fourier transforms, we can rewrite the action
, and the inverse free atom propagator
where
with the free atomic dispersion k without the chemical potential µ. When the atoms are in equilibrium at temperature T we have
Since the interaction part S V involves a(t) + a * (t), it is convenient to rewrite the photon propagator from Eq. (13) in the vector notation
and g
The bare Keldysh component of the photons reads
The interaction part can also be written as a 2x2 matrix
with V cl(q) = (V + ± V − )/2, so that, explicitly, we have for the classical component
and for the quantum component
where the geometric factors
describe the scattering from the cavity into the cavity and from the pump into the cavity, respectively.
III. QUANTUM KINETICS OF ATOMS
In this section, we derive the quantum kinetic equation for the atoms. To achieve this, we begin by deriving the Dyson equation and the corresponding self-energy diagrams for the atoms in a general form. Wherever possible, we follow Kamenev's notation [36] . We then set up the 1/N expansion where N is the number of atoms such that the leading order corresponds to the thermodynamic limit (TL) N → ∞, V → ∞ at N/V = const.. We finally present solutions for the distribution functions of the atoms first at N → ∞ and then at next-to-leading order in 1/N. The interaction energy is finte in TL because the dipole coupling constant g 0 is proportional to V −1/2 and therefore the couplings scale as
A. Dyson equation
The starting point is the Dyson equation for the atom matrix propagator G:
with the free atom propagator G 0 and the self-energy Σ resulting from the cavity-mediated atomatom interactions. The latter always possesses the causality structure
It has to be determined from the interaction vertex S V , given in Eq. (10), in some approximation.
The essential observation is that Σ (R,A,K) in general depend on the atomic distribution F, as we will see later. The Dyson equation can be thus rewritten component by component as
with the 4-coordinate x = (x t , x), where the symbol • stands for spacetime convolution, and with the usual parametrization
A convenient strategy to obtain the self-energy contractions that enter the Dyson equation
Eq. (26) is a cumulant expansion of the interaction vertex
where the average is performed with respect to the non-interacting part of the action. The interacting part of the action S V , given in Eq. (10), can be conveniently collected in a matrix notation with the 2-by-2 matrices
The self-energy is then given by
and the causality structure
, and G 21 = 0 (the same for Σ).
In the following, we restrict to the non-superradiant phase where the macroscopic mean-field contribution to the cavity field is absent. We expand Φ in powers of V and truncate up to second order in a cl,q .
The possible Feynman diagrams resulting from this truncation are shown in Fig. 5 . As discussed in the key results section I A, it is important to note that this set of diagrams with the bare photon propagators would fail close to the superradiant threshold, where the corrections to the bare photon dynamics due to the atomic medium are important, ultimately leading to the softening of the collective modes. As described in Appendix A) , this forces us to include the polarization corrections to the photon propagator (see Sec. IV) which in turn functionally depend on the atomic distribution itself. We do not include these correction in the following quantum kinetic equation.
From the contribution to Φ linear in V cl,q we get
This self-energy is real-valued. The Keldysh contraction of this term vanishes
where we used the causality property G R (t, t) + G A (t, t) = 0, valid for for any Green Funcion G.
From the terms quadratic in V cl,q we get the Hartree and Fock contractions shown in 
The Hartree contribution
is also real-valued, where G K depends on F according to Eq. (27) and we abbreviated for the mode
We finally compute the Fock contributions to the self-energy
where the retarded contribution is now complex-valued and related by complex conjugation to the advanced component. Inserting the explicit form of V cl,q yields
B. Quantum kinetic equation
In order to derive the QKE equation it is convenient to work with the Wigner Transform (WT) of the self-energies and propagators. We define therefore the WT of a two point function
where V is the volume of the system and we defined p · ξ ≡ p · ξ − p t ξ t , p ≡ p d p t /2π. In the following, we will exploit the useful properties:
where the second equation corresponds to the "slow" approximation, where we assume that the dependence on the relative coordinate ξ is much faster than the one on the absolute coordinate X (for translationally invariant functions we only need to take the leading term). In terms of these slowly varying Wigner transformed self-energies, the Dyson Eq. (25) reads
and the parametrization (27) becomes
The Dyson equation (26) can now be rewritten as a Quantum Kinetic Equation (QKE) for the steady state distributionF(X, p)
with the Collisional Integral
It is important to note that the only contribution to the collisional integral comes from the 
Therefore, in the TL no collisional integral is present and only terms proportional to the derivatives of Σ (H) ∈ R appear.
Using the explicit expression for the Hartree self-energy in the Appendix Eq. (A4) with the fact that quasiparticles are not broadened in the TL, ImG R (X, p) = −πδ(p t − p ), we get the purely real
the QKE becomes
which withF(X; p , p) = 1 − 2n F (X, p) (note that this holds only if the quasiparticles are well defined), becomes
Eq. (42) is a Vlasov equation identical to the one employed in [33, 34] to describe classical particles inside a transversally driven single-mode resonator. We have derived the latter from the most general miscroscopic quantum field theory of non equilibrium, where we know that the function n F (X, p) is the average number of particles with momentum p at position X in a non-translationally invariant system, treated in the slow approximation introduced above. Moreover, we have shown that the Vlasov equation (42) is valid also for quantum particles with fermionic statistics, provided we are in the TL.
As discussed in [33, 34] , an essential feature of the above equation is that any translationally invariant occupation n F (X, p) = n F (p) is a solution, which means that if the atoms are initially in such a distribution, like the equilibrium Fermi distribution n eq
nothing will happen. Only upon including fluctuations this scenario is modified and a kind of thermalization takes place leading toward a steady state distribution which is different from the initial one [34] . This fluctuations are however negligible in the TL where the Vlasov Eq. (42) becomes exact. However, it can be that these spatially inhomogeneous fluctuations are unstable and grow exponentially, giving rise to self-organization above a certain threshold λ sr . We now want to derive this instability condition from the Vlasov equation (42), as done in [33] for classical particles.
Self-organization threshold
We begin by linearizing Eq. (42) about the initial stationary equilibrium solution n eq F ( p ):
so that the equation becomes in one spatial dimension (p = p, X = X )
Now, with the aid of the FT δn F (X, p) = (1/ √ V) P exp(iPX)δn F (P, p) and multiplying the equa-
By adding the equation for P = +Q with the one for P = −Q, summing over p and defining
By requiring the latter to have a non trivial solution, i.e. the term between square bracket to vanish, we get the threshold coupling
, with the polarization propagator
which is nothing else but the polarization propagator (B11) in the approximation Q µ
The regime Q µ is indeed consistent with the slow approximation on which the derivation of the Vlasov Eq. (42) is based, and which corresponds namely to the energy scale of the relative motion being much larger than the one of the center of mass motion set by Q. Therefore, we get a threshold which agrees with Eq. (75) in the expected regime .
D. Solving the quantum kinetic equation to order 1/N
The next-to-leading order corrections to the QKE in the TL come from the Fock contributions to the self-energy, Eqs. (A5),(A7). In accordance with the approximations discussed above, we will use the bare photon propagator and also neglect the self-energy correction Σ (1) , proportional to U 0 . Up to 1/N, the self-energies appearing in the QKE areΣ
. such that the full QKE reads
with the collisional integral
The Hartree SE is given in Eq. (40) and is real. The Fock SE has instead also an imaginary part which gives rise to the collisional integral. Restricting to the on-shell part, we get
with the on-shell distribution F p (X) ≡ F(X; p , p). Its real part reads
with the particle-hole dispersion
The other contribution to the collisional integral comes from the imaginary Keldysh component of the Fock contraction
Collecting the full collisional integral, the cos(Q · X)-dependent part of 2ImΣ R cancels the one of iΣ K and we are left with
In order to crack this equation, we make the following ansatz for the distribution functioñ 
where, importantly, the collisional integral, because it is already of order 1/N, contains only the homogeneous component F (0) . As anticipated, the QKE now only contains terms of order 1/N.
Three mutually independent components appear, proportional to 1, cos(Q · X), and cos(2Q · X).
Each of these gives thus rise to a separate equation: three eqs. for the three unknowns F (0), (1), (2) .
The most important observation is that the equation resulting from the homogeneous component of the QKE only contains F (0) and it reads
Once F (0) is known, the two remaining equations allow then to compute separately F (1) and F (2) .
The above equation for F (0) is thus the QKE for the 1/N dynamics of the spatially-averaged distribution function. We now consider Eq. (56) for the spatially averaged distribution F (0) and require each of its q = ±Q components to separately vanish, to get
where we took the QKE resulting from the +Q component of I coll (the other component gives rise to the same equation). We further approximately write F (0) p 1 ± 2n p , where the +(−) corresponds to bosons(fermions). Indeed, one has in general
i.e. the above approximation is exact where the atom propagator is the bare one: ImG R (ω, p) = −πδ(ω − p ). Otherwise one has in principle to perform a weighted frequency-integral involving also the off-shell part of the distribution function.
Non-equilibrium distribution function
With F (0) p 1 ± 2n p and in the slow-approximation (we restrict to d = 1 along the cavity axis):
we get the following QKE
Now, further neglecting the corrections Qn p n p and restricting to the dilute regime n p 1,
where the quantum-statistical effects resulting from the quadratic terms in n p can be neglected, yields the equation
which has been derived in [34] for classical particles and is solved by the Tsallis distribution n (ts)
which tends in the limit δ c E R to a Boltzmann distribution with the effective temperature
We can now extend this result to the quantum-degenerate regime in which terms proportional higher powers of the density are included,
Note that the sign of n 2 p squared terms depends on the (quantum) statistics of the atoms. This equation can be solved by the non-equilibrium distribution function
where C is an arbitrary p − independent constant, fixed by the normalization condition d p n p = N. The effects of quantum statistics are important when this constant is at most of order one. For C 1 we enter the classical regime described by the Tsallis distribution (60).
As plotted and discussed in the key results section I A, in the limit δ c E R this distribution tends to a Bose(Fermi) distribution with the effective temperature (61) and chemical potential µ fixed by the constant C = exp(−µ/κ B T eff ).
We can finally estimate the thermalization rate leading to the distribution (63) in the slow approximation. In the collisional integral (53), the first term in the curly brackets yields the derivative part in Eq. (62), while the second one yelds the part proportional to n p , n 2 p and is therefore the one quantifying the speed of thermalization. From the collisional integral we can thus read out the rate
, which, taking the particle-hole excitations to have the characteristic energy E R δ c , κ, leads to the momentum-independent rate given in Eq. (4).
IV. DYNAMICS OF PHOTONS
In this section, we employ the Keldysh framework to discuss the self-organization transition from the viewpoint of the photons. We describe the nontrivial photon dynamics resulting from the interplay of Markov cavity decay with the dispersion and absorption properties of the fermionic medium. We here focus on the thermodynamic limit in which we know from the preceding section that the atom distribution retains the equilibrium form.
We begin by integrating out the atomic degrees of freedom:
which leads to the effective cavity-only action
where we note that ∆ c < 0 for a red-detuned pump. Expanding this to quadratic order in the fields a cl , a q , we get
We note that this "RPA" approximation is exact in the thermodynamic limit, while higher order terms exist as local vertices their impact on the photon dynamics is suppressed by powers of 1/N [29] . These terms are evaluated in App. B. The photon propagator dressed by the atomic self- energies now reads
The self-energies can be evaluated to be (App. B)
where the retarded polarization bubble of Fig. 6 is given by
The dressed, inverse Keldysh component of the photons reads
with
The Keldysh component of the bubble reads 
A. Threshold behavior of the collective polariton modes
The information about the quantum dynamics of the cavity mode is contained in the retarded Green function g R 2x2 (ω). In particular, the complex eigenenergies E of the system are determined by its poles, satisfying the equation det g R −1
2x2 (E) = 0:
The equation above provides a useful insight regarding the issue of the competition between the dissipation resulting from the atomic bath ImΣ R c (E) and the Markov one resulting from the electromagnetic vacuum modes outside the cavity κ. The superradiant threshold is calculated by solving Eq. (74) for λ at E = 0, and reads
where λ = g 0 Ω/∆ a .
We want now to calculate the soft mode complex energy E s close and below threshold. Let us specify to the d = 1 case, where for a non-perfect nesting we can assume that ImΣ 
which is purely imaginary negative(positive) below(above) threshold. This is exactly the same expression to be found for spins [20, 37, 45, 46] , and this is due to the fact that one-dimensional fermions provide a bath whose spectral density is non-zero only within the particle-hole continuum [27] . For the Fermi gas in d = 1, no solution to Eq. (74) is found for frequencies whose real part lies within the particle-hole continuum, where the imaginary part of the photon self-energy is finite and frequency-independent. Therefore, for small λ the real part of lower polariton eigenfrequency E s slowly comes out of the bottom of the particle-hole continuum and then vanishes where E s becomes purely imaginary, as discussed above. The eigenfrequency as a function of the coupling is depicted in Fig. 7 .
It is interesting to compare the fermionic case above with a d = 3 Bose gas [29] . Above T BEC we can safely neglect atom collisions and derive the photon self-energy in the same way described above. Close to threshold we have 2ImΣ
The key difference with respect to the fermionic case is that the effective bath for the polariton mode provided by the Bose gas is frequency-dependent at low energies and vanishes linearly with frequency. The polariton energy for a Bose gas close to threshold becomes
ReΠ(0,Q)
where we see that κ disappears from the prefactor in the bad-cavity and/or large detuning limit.
B. Effective temperature of photons
Given the (R, A, K) components of the effective cavity propagator, we can compute the Keldysh distribution function F(ω), which parametrizes the Keldysh Green function
The above equation can be solved for the Hermitian matrix F 2x2 (ω), for instance by mapping the latter together with d K 2x2 (ω) into 4x4 vectors and solving the corresponding linear system.
For fermions in d = 1, and away from perfect nesting Q 2k F , since the imaginary part of Σ c (ω) is identically zero for small enough frequencies, we get
which, as found for spins [37] , is a traceless matrix with two opposite eigenvalues f ± (ω) which diverge like 2T eff /ω with the low energy effective temperature (LET)
which does not involve κ. On the other hand, at perfect nesting Q = 2k F we have ImΣ R c (ω) = const. for small frequencies. This has two consequences: first, the non identically vanishing imaginary part gives the matrix F 2x2 (ω) a non-vanishing trace and thus two different eigenvalues f 1 − f 2 ; second, the frequency-independent imaginary part removes the 1/ω divergence of the eigenvalues, leading to a non-thermal behavior. In particular, in the bad-cavity limit of very large κ we get
As comparison, let us instead consider a Bose-gas in d = 3, whose behavior at low frequency we already discussed above in relation to the soft mode. In particular, since the imaginary part of the self-energy vanishes linearly with ω, we get a non-vanishing trace of F 2x2 (ω) with eigenvalues
so that the effective temperature becomes
C. Cavity spectrum and linewidth narrowing for κ → ∞
The cavity spectrum can be obtained from the Keldysh Green function which is the Fourier transform of the symmetrized correlation function i[g
, so that dωC(ω) = 1 + 2 â †â . In Fig. 8 , we discuss the spectrum for various λ.
One important aspect of the spectral response and correlation function introduced above is the linewidth of the light emitted. In this respect, it must be stressed that the cavity decay and the atomic one do not simply sum up to give rise to the width of the peaks to be seen in Fig. 8 . In particular, in the experimentally relevant regime, where κ is much larger than E R , the cavity and atomic dynamics decouple, and the system enters the bad-cavity limit. This regime is very interesting from the point of view of engineering narrow linewidth sources, as illustrated in Fig. 3 , where the damping rate of the soft polariton mode is shown together with the spectral density correlation function C(ω), for the case of a 1d fermi gas. The damping rate is given by Γ = −Im[E s ] where E s is the (complex) eigenfrequency, solution of Eq. (74), of the collective polariton mode which becomes soft at the superradiant threshold. As discussed in Sec. IV A,close to threshold E s becomes purely imaginary exactly where the damping is maximum. After this point, the damping rate decreases and vanishes linearly with λ sr − λ, as can be seen in Fig. 3 consistently with Eq. (76). From the inset of Fig. 3 the role of the cavity decay κ is apparent: the highest damping rate has a maxi-mum for κ E R then decreases monotonously with κ. This behavior, which is restricted to values of λ up to the point of maximum damping, can be analytically seen by considering the polariton eigenfrequency by solving Eq. (74) in the limit of large κ. Outside the fermionic particle-hole continuum, the imaginary part of the soft polariton mode reads:
This behavior reflects onto the spectral density correlation function C(ω), as can be seen in Fig. 3, where C(ω) is shown both inside and outside the bad-cavity regime. By increasing κ by a factor 10, the lower polariton peak (and its partner at negative frequency as well) narrows visibly while the upper polariton peak around the cavity detuning δ c is washed out. In the limit of very large cavity decay, the spectral pureness of the soft polariton peak is ultimately spoiled only by absorption within the atomic medium. Fortunately, for the non-perfectly nested (and collisionless) Fermi gas, when the peak is outside the particle-hole continuum, atomic decay is absent (or exponentially supressed at finte T ), leading to the very narrow linewidth apparent in Fig. 3 . It is clear the a larger κ decreases the number of photons in the cavity, which is compensated by correspondingly increasing the pump strength and thereby λ.
As clearly shown in Fig. 8 , the narrowing of the soft mode in the bad-cavity limit takes place only in the regime where the cavity detuning δ c is larger than the bottom of the particle-hole continuum, so that the soft mode is "matter-like" and emerges from the latter as described in Fig. 7 .
In the opposite regime the soft mode starts from the cavity frequency and, being "photon-like", is strongly affected by cavity decay.
D. Squeezing in quadrature fluctuations
After discussing the effect of dispersion and absorption on the spectral features we now consider what happens to the fluctuations in the quadratures of the intracavity light, which provides a measure of squeezing. The quadrature spectrum at a given angle θ
can be obtained from the Keldysh Green function. Upon integration over frequency we then compute the equal-time quadrature fluctuations
as depicted in Fig. 4 . Interestingly, while the optimal intra-cavity squeezing for bosons and spins is always above the vacuum shot-noise [37] , the one for fermions in d = 1 can go below the shot-noise value. The value of the corresponding squeezing is enhanced by increasing the density of the fermions thereby increasing the ratio k F /Q, as illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 4 . This lowers the fluctuations down to at most 50% squeezing, which is obtained at threshold λ = λ sr and for k F /Q 1, where the optimal angle then coincides with the one of spins/bosons. The reason for the squeezing can be traced back to a strongly flattened real part of the self energy at low frequencies due to the 1d nature of the fermi gas, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 4 . This mimics the situation in a standard optical parametric oscillator, where a frequency-independent drive is needed in order to obtain squeezing. In the optical parametric oscillator, the squeezing can indeed reach intra-cavity values of 50% of the vacuum shot-noise level [43] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we considered what is perhaps the driven-dissipative quantum system under best experimental control at the moment: an ultracold atomic gas coupled to a single-mode optical cavity. Despite its simplicity of being essentially a damped harmonic oscillator coupled to a noninteracting gas of particles, our results support the hypothesis that this system can become a fundamental testing ground for quantum statistical mechanics far-from-equilibrium. We found that
Markov noise in combination with quantum statistics generalizes the (equilibrium) Fermi-Dirac (and Bose-Einstein) to modified power-law distributions out-of-equilibrium with exponents given by the external optical parameters. The cavity spectrum shows narrow matter-light polaritonic sidebands in the bad cavity limit, whose width is only limited by atomic absorption, the latter being suppressed in the collisionless Fermi gas.
Our results were derived in a continuum Keldysh description suitable for a large number of atoms, which may be helpful for future investigations of transport and slow dynamics close to the superradiance threshold.
After finalization of this work, we became aware of an unpublished computation of the atomic distribution function including quantum effects from a Master equation approach [47] , consistent with our results.
(see also appendix B), we can express the photon self-energy in terms of the WTs of F and G as
where we neglected the pump momentum transfer so that η PC (x) cos(Q · x).
Upon substituting Eq. (A2) into Eq. (A1) we can thus writẽ 
, and
Finally the Keldysh component
where againG R (X , q) is given in Eq. In the 1/N expansion in the TL we adopted to obtain the approximated QKE given in (47) , all the atomic propagators appearing in the above self-energies must be the bare ones [48] . The photon propagator instead should contain the self-energy corrections Σ R,A,K c . This corrections are very important close to threshold where the photon is strongly hybridized with the matter and becomes soft. In the derivation of our atomic QKE (47) we however neglect this corrections assuming that the coupling λ is sufficiently smaller than λ sr .
Appendix B: Photon self-energies
We here collect the self-energy terms of photons from Subsec. IV. Upon transforming Eq. (66) to the space-time domain, the first term reads
where we suppressed the spatial index for the sake of compactness, and we used that G A 0 (t, t) + G R 0 (t, t) must be zero due to the causality structure. The latter properties ensures as well that Z| V q =0 = 1. The second term reads
Now, the first line in (B2) is zero again for the same reason for which Z| V q =0 = 1. The following three lines contain instead the (R, A, K) components of the polarization propagator, Π K , Π R and Π A , as we shall see below.
In order to derive explicit expressions for the (R, A, K) components of the effective cavity propagator, we go back to the momentum-frequency representation given in Eqs. (15), (22) . The term linear in V reads: 
where we used the equilibrium distribution function (16) and neglected the irrelevant divergence resulting from the sum over k of one. This infinity is rightfully neglected since it is a spurious result of the continuous limit of the atomic propagator and is therefore absent in the correct discrete form.
Note that the pump-cavity scattering does not contribute at this level due to the fully non diagonal geometrical factor η PC (k − k ). The term (B3) corresponds to the usual dispersive shift of the bare cavity frequency due to the two-level atoms, so that −∆ c → −∆ c + g 2 0 N/2∆ a . For the term quadratic in V we decompose
Using the compact notation (ω, k) → (1), (ω , k ) → (2), the Keldysh part thus reads
where the second equality comes due to the fact that G R(A) (t, t )G R(A) (t , t) = 0. Since the atoms are assumed to be described by an equilibrium scalar theory, we have G 
where the last line expresses the bosonic fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT), we have
For the advanced and retarded parts of the quadratic effective action we get similarly
The explicit forms of the components of the polarization propagator read
Π A (ω, k) = Π R (ω, k) * , and finally the Keldysh component
Up to order one in the 1/N expansion, we consider only contributions up to second order in the cavity field a cl,q , so that in Eq. (B4) we have to take only the terms linear in a cl,q in each V. 
